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SUMMARY
Scaling up the BC4 without 0- diffusion beyond the 30 to ^ 0 cells achieved
during the last quarter vas investigated "by using a 100 cell capacity
diffusion boat vhich held the cells vertically. Sheet resistances and I-V
curves were uniform with 10 to 20 cells spaced along the entire boat, so
the quantity was increased to Uo and then 60 cells per diffusion. There
was no change in cell output and uniformity going from 20 to ^0 cells per
diffusion; however only half the lithium cells fabricated from slices diffused
in the 60 cell diffusion had efficiencies of 11$ or better.
Although uniform sheet resistances and I-V characteristic curves were obtained
with up to 60 cells in the BC4 with 0 diffusion during the last quarter, the
short circuit currents were ~15$ lower than the anticipated 135 "to 1^ 0 mA.
Consequently, work on this diffusion process during the quarter has been
aimed solely at increasing the short circuit current. The diffusion
temperature was lowered from 1055° to 1000° and 950°C, and at each of these
temperatures variations in diffusion time were investigated. At 1000°C
short circuit currents were approximately 10 mA higher, 130 rather than
120 mA average.
The short circuit currents obtained with diffusions at 950°C were similar,
but the sheet resistances were extremely high, 60 to 90 ohms /square. Even
with diffusion times approaching an hour, the sheet resistances were Uo
ohms/square; therefore, the diffusion temperature was raised back to 1000°C
and additional time variations were investigated. Lithium cells were
fabricated using boron diffusions varying from an 8-5-5 (time in minutes
for warmup - deposition - diffusion) to an 8-30-10 schedule and efficiencies
of 11$ or better were obtained. Cells with an 8-5-5 diffusion exhibited
higher short circuit currents, but also higher series resistance than cells
subjected to an 8-30-10 diffusion; the optimum diffusion schedule is probably
between these two.
Since only small quantities of slices were used in these diffusions,
scaling up, as well as optimizing the diffusion schedule vill both need to
be investigated during the next quarter.
During the previous quarter comparison of 3 and 6 minutes sintering times
showed that the open circuit voltage degradation observed in «J.O$ of the
cells sintered 6 minutes did not occur with a 3 minute sinter. Further
investigation of sintering during this quarter involved varying the
sintering time from 1 through 6 minutes to determine whether one particular
time produced the best output. Comparison of current at maximum power
showed that for sintering times of 2 to 5 minutes the final currents (130 - 132 mA)
as well as the change in current (6-8 mA) were similar.
Capacitance measurements performed before and after sintering a group of
about 20 cells showed a very small change in lithium density gradient
with sintering. Capacitance measurements also showed that within each
of four groups of cells with various material and diffusion parameters
the range in lithium density gradients was less than a factor of two.
This is a considerable improvement since lots of cells shipped during
previous contracts have exhibited as much as two orders of magnitude
variation in lithium density gradient within the same lot.
Spectral response measurements were used to evaluate lithium cells before and
o
after sintering. An increase of 5 to 10$ in the response between 4000 and 5000A
was observed; this improvement was duplicated by control cells without any
lithium.
Spectral response measurements of cells diffused using a BCA_ with 0_ diffusion
showed a lower response at long wavelengths for cells with an 8-5-5 diffusion
than for cells with an 8-30-10 diffusion. Additional measurements after lithium
diffusion showed a 10 to 20$ improvement at longer wavelengths in the previously
low response cells from the 8-5-5 diffusion, whereas no change was observed with
an 8-30-10 diffusion.
ii
In fabricating lithium doped P/N cells for the second shipment to JPL,
the boron and lithium diffusion parameters vere the same as those used
for the first lot. The electrical yield of 87$ for the first lot was
practically duplicated by the 85$ electrical yield of the second lot
and, as with the first lot, more than 50$ of the cells had efficiencies of 12%
or better.
iii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
It has been demonstrated that lithium doped P/N solar cells offer
an alternative to the conventional N/P cell with respect to their
behavior under space radiation environments. It would appear that
higher efficiencies than the present N/P cell can be achieved. In
addition to this advantage there is evidence that lithium doped
P/N cells can be tailored to specific missions, since recovery
characteristics can be controlled by appropriate choice of starting
material.
In order to be considered as a serious candidate for space missions,
it must be demonstrated that these cells can be manufactured In an
economical fashion. The purpose of this program is to conduct a
pilot line fabrication effort leading to the reproducible and con-
sistent production of space quality lithium doped silicon solar
cells in quantities of at least three thousand usable cells per
month.
Since the boron and lithium diffusions are the rate limiting steps
In processing, the emphasis for this program shall be to scale up
these operations. In scaling up the boron diffusion the following
areas will be investigated:
1. Use of a gas distribution system which would insert dopant
directly over cells instead of from one end of the tube in
order to reduce nonuniform!ties from one end of the boat
to the other.
2. BC4 with and without 0 vith the emphasis on incorporating
0 , since in the absence of 0^, BC/ etches silicon and
then not only uniform doping but uniform etching is of
concern.
3. Diffusion boat design in order to study vertical versus
horizontal cell position.
Flow rates of BCje_, 0 and;3L.
J C .- '-~t.fr. ••!',:,
The lithium diffusion can be scaled up to 150 to 200 cells by
vertically positioning the cells with an evaporated lithium layer
in a slotted diffusion boat which accommodates 15 to 20 cells
across the boat and as many rows as the length of the boat and the
controlled heat zone in the diffusion furnace permit. Since this
does not pose any problems, the major effort will be concentrated
on investigation of the lithium evaporation in order to obtain cell-
to-cell uniformity and repeatability from .run to run. The factors
to be studied in scaling up the lithium evaporation include cell
preparation before evaporation, thickness of the lithium layer, and
the influence of substrate heating. Experiments vill also be per-
formed to determine whether transference of the lithium evaporated
cells from the vacuum system to the diffusion furnace must be
accomplished in an inert atmosphere and whether or not the cells
can be stored between lithium evaporation and lithium diffusion.
In addition, control points will be established in order to check
the consistency and reprbducibllity of cells fabricated. Pbur
shipments of three hundred cells each will be delivered during the
contract period, and in fabricating these cells scale-up of processes
will be demonstrated when possible. At the end of the contract
three thousand cells which have been fabricated within a thirty-day
period will be delivered to Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1 BORON DIFFUSION STUDIES
2.1.1 Background
The lithium doped P/N cell has been improved to the point that AMO
efficiencies of 11 to 12.5$ can be attained. These efficiencies
have in the past been obtained only with diffusion processes which
have not been scaled up for large numbers of cells; for example, the
quantity typically processed in each boron diffusion has been ten
2 x 2 cm cells. The objective of the boron diffusion investigation during
this contract is to increase the quantity to 100 to 200 cells per
diffusion without sacrificing cell output or uniformity.
The boron diffusion process which has been used to fabricate high
efficiency lithium doped P/N cells utilizes BCA with nitrogen as
the carrier gas. In this process the silicon is etched by the
The uniformity of this etch reaction is difficult to control and
consequently only limited investigation of the scale-up potential of
this process has been done.
The major emphasis in the boron diffusion investigation has been to
develop a process in which the nonuniformities of the BCjk -Si etch
reaction could be eliminated by .producing a boron glass layer as the
diffusion source.
This boron glass layer can be obtained using any number of boron
sources such as BCj2o, BBrn, or I^ pH^  with 0?. The resulting glass
layer can then be removed leaving a surface unblemished by the
nonuniform etching observed when Og is not used.
2.1.2 Diffusions Studies Using BCj^  Without 02
At the beginning of this program the BCJ0o diffusion without Og was
selected, on the basis of previous comparisons, * ' as the best
boron diffusion process for producing high efficiency lithium doped
P/N cells. This process has been used on fabricating cells for both
the first and second cell shipments to JPL on this contract. While
fabricating these cells, experimental work was performed to scale-up
this BCj&o without 02 diffusion process.
As mentioned earlier, at the beginning of this contract, only 10
cells were typically processed in a boron diffusion. The cells
were diffused horizontally on a complex leg-supported diffusion boat
which allowed the gases to flow under the wafers as well as above. Main-
taining horizontal placement, but with the cells on a simple flat diffusion
boat, the diffusion was scaled up to ~30 cells during the first quarter.
Since the uniform heat zone of the diffusion furnance was 16" long, 30
to ^4O cells placed horizontally was the limit using a single layer
diffusion boat. The alternative was to use a multiple-tiered diffusion
boat or place cells vertically on a diffusion boat.
The method which has been investigated during this quarter employs vertical
placement of cells in a specially designed diffusion boat, having a
capacity of /-J.OO cells. This design was selected to minimize the non-
uniformities in the etch reaction encountered when vertical placement in
a slotted boat was used.
Starting at 10 cells, plus scrap blanks, distributed along the
length of the boat, the quantity of cells per diffusion was
gradually increased to 60. For runs containing up to ^ 0 cells,
the sheet resistances were uniform, 23 to 26 ohms/square. Lithium
cells were fabricated using blanks from these boron diffusions
and the distributions of outputs are shown in Figure 1. Outputs
from the ko cell diffusion were comparable to those obtained
for cells in the first and second shipments to JPL, where the
quantity for the majority of the boron diffusions was 10 to 20 cells.
The 60 cell boron diffusion resulted in cells with lower efficiencies
80$ had efficiencies of 10.5$ or better, but only 50$ of the cells
met the contract minimum efficiency requirement of 11$. The lower
output was due to lower I and V , as well as poorer curve shape.
sc oc
2il.3 Diffusions Studies Using BC4_ with Og
2.1.3.1 Diffusion Time and Temperature Variations
During the first quarter of this contract all the BCJ&- diffusions
with Og were performed at 1055°C. Although uniform sheet resistances
and I-V characteristic curves were obtained with up to ~60 cells per
diffusion, cell output was low. Typically cell short circuit current
was 115 to 120 mA rather than the 135 "to 1^0 mA anticipated. These
low values of short circuit current indicated that the junction was
too deep; therefore, the following diffusion time and temperature
variations to reduce the junction depth were investigated: l) reduction
in diffusion time at 1055°C, and 2) investigation of different
diffusion schedules at both 950 and 1000°C. The results of all
these diffusions are shown in Table 1.
The diffusion schedule of 8-5-10 (time in minutes for warmup-
deposition-diffusion) was changed to 8-5-5 and 8-5-2 at 1055°C.
In both cases the improvement in short circuit current was less than
5 mA.
Diffusions were then performed at 1000°C using an 8-5-10 diffusion
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Table I
Electrical Characteristics of P/N Solar Cells
Fabricated Using BC4 + 0 Diffusion
Run #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Diffusion
Temp. Schedule
1055
1055
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
950
950
950
1000
1000
8-5-10
8-5-2
8-5-10
8-5-10
8-5-5
8-5-5
8-5-2
8-5-2
8-5-10
8-5-10
8-50-5
8-35-5
8-30-10
PS
ohms/fc
15-25
26-40
25-35
30-4o
40-45
54-60
50-55
55-65
65-75
85-95
35-^5
29-31
26-28
Isc
mA
114-122
116-124
119-126
124-134
128-133
122-128
119-125
113-124
128-132
122-130
—131-13^
13^ -136
schedule. The results of three separate diffusions varied, but the
best run produced short circuit currents ~10 mA higher than the
120 mA. average typical of 8-5-10 diffusions at 1055°C. Similar short
circuit currents were obtained with an 8-5-5 diffusion schedule.
Therefore, the diffusion temperature was reduced to 950°C to determine
whether any further improvement could be made.
Although the short circuit currents obtained with an 8-5-10 diffusion
at 950 0C, ranging from 123 to 132 mA,were similar to the results of
diffusions at 1000°C, sheet resistances which were already as high as
60 ohms/ square for diffusions at 1000°C increased to 60 to 90 ohms/ square.
Since increasing the sheet resistance increases the series resistance
and thereby causes power loss, longer diffusion times were used in
order to reduce the sheet resistance. Since boron tends to redistribute
itself to give relatively low values of surface concentration, the
deposition to diffusion time ratio was made large to limit this
behavior. A diffusion schedule of 8-50-5 was arbitrarily chosen.
The sheet resistances were reduced to 37 to 45 ohms/ square without
any loss in short circuit current. These sheet resistances were still
somewhat high, but rather than increase the diffusion time even more
at 950°C, which would not be particularly desirable in terms of a
manufacturing process, the diffusion temperature was raised back to
1000°C. Using a diffusion schedule of 8-35-5, sheet resistances of 26
to 28 ohms/ square were obtained; again no loss in Isc occurred. In
summary, although these variations in diffusion time at both 1000 and
950°C produced a wide range in sheet resistance, 25 to 90 ohms/ square,
the short circuit currents were typically between 125 and 135 mA.
2.1.3.2 Fabrication of Lithium Cells Using BCjk Diffusions with 0
Selection of the best boron diffusion parameters must be based upon
what provides the best lithium cell output; therefore cells from the
various boron diffusions at 1000 and 950°C were fabricated into lithium
8
cells for analysis. In order to get the closest possible corre-
lation between boron diffusion characteristics and lithium cell
output, the actual P/N cells which had been fabricated and had
I-V curves measured to evaluate the boron diffusions were repro-
cessed] that is, the contacts and AR coating were removed and the
stripped cells were then lithium diffused, recontacted, and
recoated. In this way the interaction between the boron and
lithium diffusions could be evaluated more precisely than would
be possible if the boron diffusion lots were merely split, with
half fabricated as P/N cells and half as lithium doped P/N cells.
Actual changes in short circuit current, curve factor, power,
and open circuit voltage due to the lithium diffusion could be
measured.
The short circuit current and current at kQO mV (122 mA needed
for 11$ efficiency) for each group of 5 to 8 of lithium cells are
shown in Table II. The short circuit current prior to lithium
diffusion is also listed to show that the power output gained with
the lithium diffusion is due not only to higher open circuit
and maximum power voltage, but also higher short circuit current.
Lithium cells with efficiencies - n$ vere obtained with all but
one of the boron diffusions. However, only four of the diffusions
resulted in lithium cell efficiencies ^ 11$ for more than half the
cells: the 8-5-5 (#57), 8-5-10 (#53), and 8-30-10 (#7*0 diffusions
at 1000°C as well as the 8-50-5 diffusion (#65) at 950°C.
Run #73, the 8-30-10 diffusion at 1000°C had sheet resistances of
26 to 28 ohms/square. The lithium cells fabricated from this
boron diffusion had lower short circuit currents, but better
curve shapes than the cells from the other diffusions with sheet
Table II
Electrical Characteristics of Lithium Doped P/N Cells
Fabricated Using BCA Diffusion with <>2
Boron Isc (mA) Isc (mA)
Run Diffusion PS After boron After Li I at l(mA)
# Sched.,Temp. ohms/D Diffusion Diffusion i»8o mv
53 (7 cens) 8-5-10, 1000°c 35-^0 128-1311 139.5-1^2 115-125
57 (8 cells) 8-5-5, 1000°C UO-^5 128-133 1^0-lU3 118-130
58 (6 cells) 8-5-5, 1000°C 50-60 121-128 138-lUif 118-130
61 (8 cells) 8-5-10, 950°C 65-75 127-132.5 136-1^ 2 nU-12^
62 (7 cells) 8-5-10, 950°C 85-95 — 13 -^1^0 101-11*1
65 (5 cells) 8-50-5, 950°C 35-^5 129-132 ito-lte 118-12?
7^ (6 cells) 8-30-10, 1000°C 26-28 129-133 133.5-1^2 122-128
10
resistances of 35 to ^5 ohms/square. As a result of the boron
diffusion investigation combined with fabrication of lithium cells
from these diffusions, it has been determined that lithium cell
efficiencies of 11$ or better can be obtained with boron diffu-
sions from 8-5-5 to 8-30-10 at 1000°C and sheet resistances
ranging from «25 to ^5 ohms/square. This range in diffusion time
and sheet resistance provides a great deal of flexibility for
optimizing this process.
202 SINTERING
During the previous contract (JPL Contract #9525^ 7, Part II) the
sintering of lithium doped P/N cells was investigated. For most
cells sintering for 6 minutes at 605°C improved cell output;
however, about 10$ of the cells exhibited open circuit voltages
which were 10 to UOmv lower after sintering. Comparison of 3
and 6 minute sintering operations during the first quarter of this
contract showed that 3 minutes was superior, since no suppressed
open circuit voltages were observed.
Continuing this investigation, an experiment was performed in
which the sintering time was varied from 1 to 6 minutes in 1 minute
increments. Six groups of 8 to 10 cells each were used. In this
way previous data obtained at 3 and 6 minutes could be verified
and, with the additional data points, optimum sintering time at
605°C could be determined. The average changes in electrical
characteristics as a function of sintering time are shown in
Table III. The average current at 500mV after sintering 1 minute
was lower than the initial average. Although cells sintered 6
minutes showed improvement, the current at 500mV was definitely
lower than for cells sintered 2 to 5 minutes. Based upon these
11
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observations and the similarity in the current at 500mV achieved
with 2 to 5 minutes sintering time, it appears that a time any-
where in the range of 2 to 5 minutes could be selected. In order
to minimize lithium movement, sintering times of 2 to 3 minutes
have typically been used. ;
\
In order to evaluate changes in the lithium concentration and
distribution due to sintering, capacitance was measured before and
after sintering a group of 20 cells. The cells, which were fabri-
cated from crucible grown silicon, were lithium diffused 3 hours
at 360°C; the sintering time was 2.5 minutes at 605°C.
i
Figure 2 shows typical capacitance versus applied vqltage* curves
before and after sintering the slope of the curve which was
.281 before sintering increased to .30U after sintering. From the
measured capacitances, the donor density was calculated (see next
section), and as shown in Figure 3* the effect of sintering on the
lithium distribution near the junction was found to be insignifi-
cant. For example, at a depth of 1.2|i the donor density changed
.from 1.1 x 10 ^  before sintering to 1.0 x 10 after sintering,
while the lithium density gradient changed from 1.5 to 1.35 x
1019/cm4. ;
Further investigation included sintering cells previously sintered
1 and 2 minutes, an additional 2 minutes to determine whether any
significant changes in I-V characteristic curves occurred. With
an initial sintering of one minute cells exhibited ah average
short circuit improvement of 5mA; but even with this improvement,
the power was lower due to curve shape deterioration as was shown
in the previous section. When sintered an additional 2 minutes,
(3 mimvtes total) these cells showed little change in short circuit
current, but the current measured at 500mV increased as much as
* A more detailed description of the technique used ,for measuring
capacitance and calculating donor density is presented in the
next section of the report.
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Figure 3. Donor Density vs. Depletion Width for Lithium Doped .P/N Cells Before and After Sintering
16 mA (Table IV). The resulting currents of 131 to 136 mA (at
500 mV) represented a significant improvement over the 11^ to
130 mA obtained after the one minute sintering time.
The cells which had been sintered 2 minutes initially, showed no
change in short circuit current, maximum power, or open circuit
voltage after the additional 2 minutes. Capacitance measurements
performed before and after the additional 2 minute sinter showed
a slight increase in the slope of the capacitance versus voltage
curve, from .29 to .30. This accompanied by very small changes
in the actual capacitance values, indicated that changes in the
lithium distribution and concentration were minor. As shown in
Figure U, the difference in donor density within 2[M of the junc-
tion is within the range of measurement error.
It would appear that cells which show curve shape degradation
with short sintering times can be re-sintered to improve the
output, without significantly altering the lithium concentration
s
and distribution. However, this can only be of value if cells
are solderless when tested.
TABLE IV
INFLUENCE OF SINTERING
I (mA) at 500 mV, AMO, 28°C :
Before Sinter After 1 min. Sinter Additional 2 min. Sinter
128 130 136
121 UM 131
12U.5 - 128.5 132
126 121 132
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2.3 CELL EVALUATION
2.3.1 Capacitance Measurements
By using capacitance-voltage measurement techniques the donor
concentration as a function of distance from the junction as well
as the lithium density gradient can "be calculated. In the exten-
P "^  '*
sive capacitance studies of lithium doped P/N cells ' the primary
conclusion has been that the lithium density gradient, dNT/dw, is
one of the most important parameters in determining cell recovery
after exposure to radiation.
In our previous work, information about the lithium diffusion has
been obtained by incrementally lapping cells and measuring the
sheet resistance; from this the lithium concentration profile
could be calculated. Determination of the lithium distribution
in this manner would be performed using two to five samples and
once this informati on was obtained the only measurement used for
monitoring the lithium diffusion for large quantities of cells
was a sheet resistance measurement of the lithium diffused region.
As indicated by the capacitance and radiation recovery analyses,
the sheet resistance measurement does not provide enough informa-
tion about the lithium concentration and density gradient near the
junction, so that it can be used by itself to predict uniformity
of cell behavior. Consequently during this contract, in addition
to sheet resistance measurements of every cell in order to monitor
changes in average lithium concentration, capacitance measurements
have been performed on a sample basis. The objectives have been
to evaluate ranges in lithium concentration and density gradient
for groups of cells with the same diffusion parameters, as well
as to examine changes due to sintering (see previous section),
starting material, and differences in lithium diffusion parameters.
18
The capacitance as a function of reverse bias voltage was measured
over a range of 0 to ~5 volts. The donor density as a function of
depletion width was then calculated using the following equations^:
Nr, = V_*.JJ £ 2
s M A
o
A
-
 eeo C
where N = donor concentration
D
V = voltage
0 = "built-in voltage of junction
C = capacitance
A = area of junction
q. = electrical charge
E = dielectric constant
E = permittivity of free space
m = slope of log C vs. log (V + 0) plot
w = depletion width
Initial capacitance measurements were performed on a group of
twenty crucible grown cells which had been lithium diffused 3 hours
at 360°C. Rather than calculate concentration vs. depth for every
cell, the capacitance measurements at each reverse bias voltage
were averaged and an average concentration vs. depth was plotted.
In addition the concentration for cells with the highest and
lowest capacitance values was calculated to determine the range.
Figure 5 shows log C versus log V for cells with the highest
and lowest measured capacitances; the slopes of the two curves
are -0.316 and -0.280, respectively.
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Donor density versus depletion vidth was calculated for these
capacitance values and is shown in Figure 6 as the upper and
lower limit. The curve calculated from the average capacitance
values is also shown. The range in lithium density gradient for
19 / ^this group of cells was 1.3 to 1.6 x 10 /cm . Capacitance
measurements were also performed after sintering; although the
calculated gradients changed, the range was still narrow,
1.1 to l.U x 1019/cm\
Additional capacitances were performed comparing crucible grown
cells diffused 1 and 3 hours at 360°C as well as Lopex cells
diffused 3 hours at 360° C, to Lopex cells diffused 2 hours at
UOO°C. The donor density versus depletion width calculated
from averaged capacitance values for each of the groups is
shown in Figure 7- As anticipated, the lithium density gradient
of the crucible grown cells diffused 3 hours was higher than
those diffused 1 hours; the difference was a factor of four.
The Lopex and crucible grown lithium cells both diffused 3
hours at 360°C exhibited almost a factor of two difference in
gradient, with the Lopex cells having the highest gradient.
This observation of higher lithium concentration and density
gradient for Lopex cells subjected to the same diffusion
conditions as crucible grown cells is in agreement with
the findings of previous investigators.^
Since, once the diffusion temperature is raised above 200°C,
the diffusion constant of lithium in silicon is unaffected by the
oxygen level, the difference in density gradients must be due to
the formation of neutral lithium-oxygen pairs.
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The density gradient of Lopex cells diffused 2 hours at
was approximately 1.5 times that of cells diffused at 360°C.
As shown in Figure 8, these two sets of diffusion parameters
produced an overlap in the range of concentration versus
depletion width, and the difference "between the highest
density gradient for the one group and the lowest density
19 / ^gradient for the other group is slight, 3.U versus 3.6 x 10 /cm
The narrow range in density gradients for "both the crucible
grown and Lopex lithium cells described in this section
indicates that improvements in uniformity have been achieved.
In each of these groups of cells, the difference between
the minimum and maximum density gradient was less than a
factor of two. Variations in lithium density gradients of
as much as two orders of magnitude within the..same.lot have
2
previously been reported.
All the crucible grown and Lopex cells described were diffused 1
to 3 hours using evaporated lithium as the diffusion source. The
narrow range in density gradients resulting lends support to
earlier conclusions by RCA regarding effects of diffusion time
and source on uniformity of density gradients, namely, that the
uniformity could be improved by using 3 to U hour rather than 7
to 8 hour diffusions and evaporated lithium rather than painted on
lithium as the diffusion source.
'A1ISN3Q HONOQ
2.3.2 Spectral Response
Solar cell spectral response determined by measurement of short
o
circuit current at various wavelengths between 4,000 and 10,000 A
can be used to determine differences in such characteristics as
junction depth, bulk lifetime, AR coating, etc. Spectral response
measurements have been used during this contract to evaluate cells
from the BC1_ diffusion with 0_, evaluate the effect of the lithium
diffusion, and investigate the influence of sintering.
Spectral response measurements of cell diffused using BC1_ with 0^
showed that the long-wavelength response was low for short diffu-
sion times at 1000 and 950°C; increasing the diffusion time at
1000°C improved the long-wavelength response considerably (Figure 9).
This might indicate that in the longer diffusion gettering occurs,
producing a lifetime improvement.
Lithium diffusion of low long-wavelength response cells which had
been boron diffused at 1000 and 950°C in all cases produced an improvement
in the long-wavelength response similar to that shown for Run '58
in Figure 10. On the other hand, lithium diffusion of cells from
Run 73 which exhibited a high long-wavelength response after boron
diffusion produced no significant change in the response.
Lithium cells fabricated using the BC1_ diffusion without Og have
consistently shown short circuit current improvements of U to 6 mA
after sintering. Spectral response measurements performed before
and after sintering indicated that this could only be explained
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"by a 5 to 10$ improvement over a narrow range "between ~*K)00 and
o
5500 A, since no change occurred at longer wavelengths. Similar
behavior was observed in sintering P/N cells with no lithium
indicating that the improvements in short circuit current were
not due to changes in the lithium distribution.
CELLS FOR SHIPMENT
Cells for the second shipment were fabricated from 20 ohm cm
crucible grown silicon. They were diffused using an 8-2-7
schedule that employed BC^ without 0 as the boron source.
The lithium was applied by evaporation and the cells were
diffused three hours at 360° C. All cells were sintered
(2§- minutes) and then soldered.
In order to complete lots 1 and 2, 351 cells were shipped;
the distribution of the 364 cells meeting the minimum efficiency
of 11$. is shown in Figure 11.
P
The cells were measured at 28°C in the solar simulator (l40mW/cm )
The output was determined by measuring the cell current at 500 mV,
and the cells were categorized in 2 mA groupings. Approximately
60$ of the cells have outputs of 63.8 mW (127.8 mA at 500 'mV)
which is equivalent to 12$ efficiency. The median output was
approximately 64.5 mW. This output distribution represents only
those cells with efficiencies of 11$ or better. The actual
electrical yield for cells with 11$ efficiency or better was
approximately 85$ (364 good out of 425).
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
At present, the BC4 diffusion without 0 is limited to 4o cells
per diffusion. Attempts to process 60 cells per diffusion have
produced large variations in cell output as well as lower efficiencies.
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During the first quarter investigation of the BCJL with Op
diffusion resulted in uniform sheet resistances and I-V
characteristic curves for as many as 60 cells per diffusion;
however, the cell output was low. As a result of the work
performed during the quarter, lithium cell efficiencies of
11$ can "be obtained with this diffusion process. Using a
temperature of 1000°C, the diffusion schedule can "be varied
from 8-5-5 to 8-30-10 to yield a maximum number of high
output cells per diffusion.
A sintering time between 2 and 5 minutes can be used to
improve lithium cell output ~5$ without encountering the
suppressed voltage observed with ~10$ of the cells sintered
6 minutes. Capacitance measurements performed before and
after sintering indicate that the change in lithium density
gradient is minor.
Better uniformity is being obtained in the lithium diffusions
as has been determined through capacitance measurements and
calculation of lithium density gradients. Within groups of
cells with the same material and diffusion parameters, the
variation in lithium density gradient is less than a factor of
two. This improvement in uniformity can probably be attributed
to short lithium diffusions, 1 to 3 hours, and the use of
evaporated lithium as the diffusion source.
Spectral response measurements indicated that higher red
response is achieved with 8-30-10 BC4 with 0 diffusions at
1000°C than with 8-5-5 diffusions. The low red response of
cells from an 8-5-5 diffusion can be improved 10 to 20$ by
lithium diffusion, whereas, the cells from the 8-30-10
diffusion which initially exhibit high red response after
boron diffusion show nc improvement with lithium diffusion.
Spectral response measurements of cells "before and after
sintering showed a 5 to 10$ improvement between UOOO and
o
5500 A. Since this improvement was observed for cells
with and without lithium, it was concluded that changes in
the lithium distribution were not responsible for the improved response.
Cells -were fabricated for the second lot using the same
boron and lithium diffusion parameters as those used for
the first lot. The electrical yield of 85$ of the cells
with efficiencies of 11$ or better closely duplicated the
87$ electrical yield for the first lot.
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